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About This Game

Welcome to the new generation of Farming Simulator!

With a brand new graphics and physics engine, Farming Simulator 15 offers an immense open world, filled with details and
visual effects transporting the Farming Simulator franchise to a new era.

Manage your own farm: from harvesting to animal husbandry, and from the sales of fresh products to woodcutting, the benefits
of your exploitation will allow you to develop, and invest in new and more powerful vehicles or tools.

Across hundreds of acres of land offered by the new Nordic environment, and a renovated North American environment, use
and drive over 140 authentic vehicles and farming tools, from over 40 most famous manufacturers (including 20 new brands):

New Holland, Ponsse, Case IH, Deutz-Fahr…

This new equipment includes a selection of vehicles and tools entirely dedicated to a new activity in Farming Simulator:
woodcutting!

In multiplayer, invite up to 15 friends to help you develop your farm. Thanks to an active and passionate community, benefit
from limitless new content: new vehicles, tools, and even environments!
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Amazing graphics for current VR hardware. Enjoyed the slow pace; just watching the ship rock and waves roll by. Can't wait
for Vive support!. I used to be an avid player of FML before it closed and when I saw this I was sceptical that It wouldn't be as
good as FML was.
I gave it a shot and I'am massivly impressed, the devs seem to have everything laid out perfectly, the transfer system is excellent
and reduces cheating which was a major drawback to FML.
Had the game for 3 days and haven't touched FM since then and you can also see by my play time it's pretty addictive,

When you first log in things may seem difficult to understand but ask any of the community helpers and they will talk you
through it.

Excellent promise and I will definatly be around to see it become an even greater footie MMO. THIS SO
GOODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! P.S. I am reallt
good withe the greasy wizard. This is fun if you want to make an old RPG. RPG maker XP is better but I LOVE the RPGMaker
2003 assets. The music, sprites and art are such a joy.. It's not really much of a game. It ends pretty abrupty about a minute in. I
was sick of it after 3 endings.. Amazing! If you don't watch this (FREE) series, FINISH HIM!. DayZ is likely one of the most
(if not, THE most) controversial games of all time. It pioneered a number of innovative gameplay mechanics that are still
unrivaled to this day, despite the dizzying number of soulless knock-offs (and trust me, I WISH there were great knock-offs, I
really do). Unfortunately, DayZ was also a pioneer for the early access release model for PC games, and all the wretched stigma
that comes with it. All that being said, the truth is, this game is absolutely 100% unlike any other that's available in mid-2019
(believe me, I've tried them all). They all seem to mimic the game mechanics, flow, and structure of DayZ, but not a single one
elicits a "feeling" the way that DayZ does. Many complain about the clunky controls, but I wholeheartedly believe they're one of
the main reasons it feels so gritty and realistic. Starting as a mod for a realistic war sim was probably the best decision they
could have made. In my opinion, that's where all the other knock-offs get it wrong. Everything just feels too...easy. Too
polished. Too arcade-like. Too quick and easy to drop in and drop out. DayZ isn't always quick and easy to play, or to get a
complete "experience" per play session, but again, that's what creates the mojo and the "feeling" that I'm talking about. DayZ
just truly feels like a journey, and like a hardship (feel free to insert a jab at the developers here, haha). This review is just a
messy stream of consciousness, so please forgive me, but I hope it helps this game find the right audience in a new player or
two. A little background on me and the kind of player I am- I've been playing DayZ since 2013 in the mod days, in cycles.
Sometimes I'll play 40 hours a week for weeks straight, and other times I'll take breaks for months at a time. I favor highly
gritty, cinematic, story-driven experiences (do note that the "story" in this game is 100% self-made, and always will be), and I
rarely interact with players and engage in PvP. Rather, I'm more of a lone wolf drifter, keeping to the outskirts of town. I get a
rush watching other fights go down and following the action. Or even just hearing gunshots in the distance and hurriedly
trudging over the next ridgeline to escape the looming danger, instead posting up in a mountainside nook to chop lumber and
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build a fire, making a simple breakfast for myself before setting out on the next unknown adventure. Hopefully by that
description you'll understand the nuances to this game, and how despite all their efforts, no other game quite scratches the same
itch that DayZ does. Anyway, I've rambled long enough, but if anyone has any questions about the game before pulling the
trigger (pun intended), or wants to buddy up and play together, feel free to add me. Lastly, I feel like I just need to say thank
you and bravo to the dev team. Despite all the ups and downs and the rocky road to 2019, I don't think people do a good enough
job of voicing their positive feedback. They love to speak up when things disappoint them, but they tend to disappear (hopefully
because they're just playing the game) when they're happy. I think you've done a tremendous job on DayZ SA, and I'll be a loyal
fan for life. It is by far my favorite video game, and has been since 2013. Looking forward to future years of adventure.
Cheers!. Ah thank you so much for the nostalgia blast. I don't think I would recommend this game to someone who didn't play it
back in the day but for those that grew up with a family "Macintosh" should enjoy playing this for a few minutes. This game is
apart of gaming history and I'm so glad it's preserved.
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The game is decently flashy, but frustrating to control. It doesn't feel like I'm making progress either in the game. The game
could also use some more polish in its UI.

It's okay to try when on sale for .50 cents, but otherwise I have little to no reason to reccomend it.. A must see for any D&D or
Pathfinder fan!

This webseries is done by the same people who made "The Gamers", "The Gamers: Dorkness Rising", and "The Gamers: Hands
of Fate". Unlike the Gamers series, which focuses on depicting the payers' characters as they play through a Dungeons and
Dragons Campaign and the players themselves in the real world, JourneyQuest is a completely fantasy world setting which
follows Perf a screwup wizard who does not want to be on the quest at all and the rest of his party as they seek a magical sword
to overthrow the evil kings.

Full of gaming humor, and hilarious high jinks.. This game is fantastic. Using head to control is precise and comfortable. Very
addictive, and I played for close to an hour without realizing how time passes. For oculus users, make sure you get the "oculus
beta support" ( download from Properties ) or you will get a black screen. The best of all the 3D breakout type of games. Get
the game before the sale ends on July 5!. if you like a game that does literally nothing. this is the game for you.

9/100. The game simulates you as a firefighter, it could have done a lot more better with the animation, especially the subs
(subsitute characters).
The game engine needs abit more work and the UI needs more work.
It is a good game in all-round concept, but it has a few several game-flaws that sould really be attended to, especially in how the
game is. the matter of driving to a fire doesn't bother me, but there are times when I've failed when I'm practically doing an act
that a real-firefighter woukd perform.. Hungarian fan! It was the time for a game for this legendary duo. I have been always
liked their movies. The envrionment, the musics from the films are give goosebumps to me. Everybody who likes them must try
this awesome game. 10/10
. Woodle Tree 2: Worlds is a definite improvement from the first game, while keeping aspects of the first to still resemble the
original. This game has a fantastic art style, gameplay mechanics, and soundtrack. It's early access title does mean the game is
not complete, and could cause issues, however, thus far I have yet to encounter anything that has made it unpleasant to play.
This game has a beautiful art style, and its fun and cute for everyone. Definite improvement from Woodle Tree Adventures. (
Not that the first game was bad, believe me it was great! ). Very generic, boring platformer with the worst voice acting I've ever
heard. There is not one ounce of emotion in the main characters voice. The mechanics aren't that interesting, pacing is slow, and
everything just reeks of amateur design. I don't think I could recommend anyone play this game. Do not buy or you will regret
wasting your time/money.. Not bad overall. Mostly 2D game with 3D turn based combat. I think probably the 2D aspect actually
makes it slightly more entertaining as missions tend to involve choices. The downside and upside is there is no main character.
Upside because your heroes die, but you can hire new ones and continue on.

Some interesting limits. I find the max 10 heroes/soldiers limit a little tight personally, and 3 max on missions as well. The
interesting part with the missions is rescues can get you an additional hero that will accompany you for the remainder of the
mission.

Very easy to have heroes die as well, if you make the wrong choice on a mission. Chasing down a Harpy or something for
example, as you end up facing a much more challenging encounter. Some other interesting aspects of choices, is having those
who should be allies attacking you because they mistake you for an outlaw.

The graphics in the 2D could use a little work I think. The map is mostly just a system of square connecting tiles, and the paper
style is sort of old, thick paper, which is kind of cool. Still 3D elements to it, with page movement and the like, but I think
maybe adding some additional text style might be nice, as well as having highlighting text look less like a link on an old web
page would be good.

The map could possibly use some cartographic elements around the edges, and possibly including old depictions of forests,
mountains, rivers, and the like, similar to older RPG maps, even having little to do with the actual function of the map itself.
Just make it a little more interesting.

Game mechanics seem to work well, and it plays smoothly. Could do without highlighting of buildings on the town, (also 3D,
and somewhat interactive), but that may be a personal choice. When you select one, the view shifts to a close up on it, and I
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think that's enough.

Interesting, will play again.. Played it a bit and its alright. the ship AI needs work with not bumping into allied ships and
preventing you to turn. in VERY EASY mode the sharks are stupidly OP, you run into one of those at full speed and you're
dead. attacking sharks is pretty damn hard even when you've completely very easy mode with the best ships. there is some
graphical bugs when you're docked and your screen is slightly away from the island it makes the icons on land spaz out. there's
also a huge problem with clipping buildings inside each other. was able to fit multiple 2x2 houses clipping inside each other in a
tight area to maximize the amount of workers i can get. allied ships need work in general, if i have a 8 starred ship, I expect that
thing to be a beast and not get destroyed by plowing into bad AI and instantly destroying itself. for a game that recently came
out, i dont think its worth the 8$. might be a little too expensive for a really small game that you can grind through and complete
within a few hours. updates that will help would incude AI changes (allied ships keeps a distance away so you dont run into them
and prevents you from turning and keeping at the same pace), hitbox changes (i get caught on alot of the ships and is unable to
attack or get away), sharks to be slightly nerfed so they arent completely invincible, clipping of structures and icon spazzing,
eventually after awhile of playing when you enter a tavern the game lags HEAVILY until you close it, be more flexible with
upgrades.. would kind of like a ship that i can fully upgrade to whatever stats instead of a set price.

Overall needs work. Playable but there is game cheating bugs that can give you good perks. Not sure what's causing the heavy
lag issues with the tavern after you complete single player mode but that needs fixed.
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